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PROGRAMS: The Elephant Princess: 26x26 min., feature;
Raham: 26x26 min., animated; Fun with Claude: 52x10 min., animated.

“ZDF and ZDF Enterprises have always placed great importance on providing young viewers with quality entertainment. In addition to its own kids’ slots, ZDF has been running a children’s channel, Ki.Ka, with the ARD since 1997. ZDF Enterprises’ programs cover the gamut from animation to live-action, features and series. They include such hits as Vicky the Viking, Maya the Bee and the Astrid Lindgren films. ZDF Enterprises co-produces high-caliber programs with experienced partners, as can be seen in its lineup for MIPCOM Junior: The Elephant Princess, a live-action series from Jonathan M. Shiff (H2O: Just Add Water) about a normal teen who’s actually the princess of a magical kingdom; Fun with Claude, a Red & Blue and Dot to Dot animation about a little polar bear who moves to a warmer region; and Raham, a Xilam series about a prehistoric youth fending for himself and his fellow humans in the Stone Age.”

—Alexander Coridass, CEO